
 

 

 

Wimbledon During World War 1: 

Air Raids and Air Defence 
 



 

  Count von Zeppelin and one of the giant hydrogen-filled airships he invented in 1900. 

 Flown by a crew housed in a gondola below the main body of the airship, Zeppelins were over 100 metres  

 long and could carry up to 27 tons of bombs. Despite their slowness and vulnerability to wind currents they  

 were hard to detect as they flew silently at a height beyond the range of British guns. 
  
 Major Zeppelin raids took place in 1915. The German Kaiser is said to have to wanted to avoid attacks on 

 residential areas and historic buildings but he was quickly ignored. Central London faced airborne attacks  

 in September and a blackout was quickly imposed.  Zeppelin raids lessened in 1916 following the  

 invention of an incendiary bullet by Wing Commander Frank Brock, a resident of Raynes Park. Fired from 

 British planes, this was able to penetrate the fabric of a Zeppelin, causing it to explode. 



 

 Gotha twin-engine heavy bomber, First World War. 

 Mocked by the British as “gasbags,” the Zeppelins were later replaced by heavy Gotha or Giant aircraft. 

 By 1917 formations of 40 bombers were staging regular attacks over London. Panic stricken city dwellers  

 took shelter in cellars and underground stations, or sought refuge in outlying areas such as Kingston and  

 Richmond. By 1918 London was ringed by anti-aircraft guns, barrage balloons and defensive steel  

 streamers. Coastal defences were also improved to allow early warning of attacks. 



 

 Searchlights over Wimbledon, c.1915. 

 British pilots and anti-aircraft crews could only attack enemy aircraft if they could see them and Zeppelins  

 often exploited cloud cover to escape. Searchlights and “Very lights” ( small flares ) were used to track  

 them. In some parts of Merton balloons were also launched enabling observers to scan the skies from a  

 higher vantage point. 



 

 ( Left ) Wimbledon Fire Brigade, pictured here in 1912, signalled the air raid warning and ( Right )   

 boy scouts often sounded the “All Clear.” 

 Having been unused to airborne attack, the authorities took a while to organise an air raid alarm system. 

 Initially the only people to receive a warning were those in Government or military departments, who were  

 contacted by phone. However public outcry led to a more comprehensive alarm system. 
 

 Much of Merton was considered outside the risk zone, however raids still cost the Wimbledon area £1000. 

 Shelters were sanctioned by the Borough Surveyor. Workmen were readied at the Queen’s Road Depot,  

 alongside the fire brigade, ready to shore up buildings and barricade streets. Doctors and ambulances were 

 organised, plus quantities of sand and planks. Posters also encouraged the public to keep calm. 



 

 King’s College School and playing field ( pictured in the 1950s. ) 

 Only one bomb is reported to have fallen on the Wimbledon area. This is said to have been dropped  

 from a Zeppelin and fell on the King’s College School playing field along the Ridgway, but failed  

 to explode.  

 During the early part of the war people rushed to collect their children from school every time a raid was  

 sounded. Eventually the local authority ordered the gates to be locked during alarms, as the children  

 were actually safer inside their schools. 



 

( Top ) Youngsters pictured near the windmill 

on Wimbledon Common, c.1910. 

 

( Below ) A BE-2 bi-plane c.1915. 

 During the middle phase of the war, two BE2 aircraft  

 from the Royal Flying Corps were stationed near the  

 windmill on the Common. The pilots were trained to fly  

 in darkness as most of the enemy raids of 1915-17  

 took place at night.  
 

 The planes only saw action on 31 January 1916. This  

 ended in disaster when one stalled and the other hit a  

 tree on Parkside, crash landing in a garden. 

 The temporary aerodrome was abandoned soon  

 afterwards. 



 

 “The air raid warning was given by the fire engine…driving round the main roads   

 and streets with its bell ringing continuously. The raid might often be well under way  

 before the round was completed. The all clear was sounded on a bugle by  

 somebody doing the rounds on a bicycle, reputed to be either a policeman or a  

 boy scout. Sometimes nothing happened and all remained quiet...at others the  

 anti-aircraft guns stationed in the Raynes Park area opened fire. The noise of these  

 guns together with the shrapnel falling like hailstones could be quite frightening.”  

 

                                                   Patrick Fawcett, Memories of a Wimbledon Childhood 1906: 1918  



 

  

 

 “...our cook, who’d been with us for years…was unperturbed by anything.  

 During a period when raids were frequent, she…continued to sleep on the top floor  

 when everyone else had moved down to the first. Also, at a time when people didn’t  

 go out in the evenings unless absolutely necessary, out she would go, taking her  

 umbrella for protection against falling shrapnel…”  
 

                                                              Patrick Fawcett, Memories of a Wimbledon Childhood 1906: 1918  

 

 “One Saturday morning when we were enjoying a half-holiday…I remember some  

 thirty or forty German biplanes flying over, plainly visible in the clear sky. No bombs  

 were dropped but this had a serious psychological effect on the public, who asked  

 understandably, what had become of our air defences.”  

 
                                                                                                                          Vernon Ely, Fifty Years Hard 



 

 “At this time of the War there were ineffective raids both at night and in the daytime  

 and during the alerts the Junior School were mustered into the toilets which… 

 presumably were of sounder construction than the rest of the building.  
  

 Fluffy Fulford [ temporary headmaster of the Junior School at King’s College ] who  

 was of a nervous disposition, was clearly more worried by possible dangers than   

 any of us during these exercises.  My brother and some of the older boys used to  

 release the doors of the toilets, which provided a dull thud which only Fluffy thought  

 was related to bombs from hostile aircraft. Again and again he tried to persuade us  

 and himself that there was nothing to fear, but clearly he was relieved when the  

 sounds ceased.”   
 

                                                                                                                        Vernon Ely, Fifty Years Hard 


